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POINT OF INTEREST AT KETTLE FALLS
by D. L. Miles
Early reports by the University of Idaho Archaeologist, following their 1974
season on Lake Roosevelt, indicate important evidence that Kettle Falls was
a melting pot of early Indian cultural groupings possible as early as 9,000
years ago. The ancient Indian village located on a small rocky island at
Kettle Falls contained the earliest evidence of salmon fishing yet found on
the upper Columbia River. A major fishery and extensive geographic trade
center attracted numerous Indian societies from the interior of Eastern
Washington and British Columbia.
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Because of the sharing and later ability to preserve salmon by drying, the
site has been a point of almost constant use resulting in the concentration
of a large quantity of debris. In fact, the record finds discovered by the
falls make it one of the richest sites, in number of articles found, in the
country. The stone implements are a concentration of styles from many
origins. Their distribution from the excavation date from the more recent
periods in which trade goods are the representative sample to the extremely
old tools. A tool of particular interest found at the site were microblades.
The microblades, thin flakes of stone an inch or two long with parallel
razor-sharp edges, were used for carving by fastening into wood or bone
handles. The tool is an excellent cutting edge. These stone blades are
common throughout the forests of British Columbia and have been found as
far south on the Columbia as Vantage. Microblades are tools which
Archaeologists believe spread to North America from Asian cultures .
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KETTLE FALLS ON THE COLUMBIA

KETTLE FALLS PRIOR TO 1941 FLOODING
The April 1970 edition of 11 The WASHINGTON ARCHAEOLOGIST 11 ,
(Volume XIV, Number 1), carried a commentary in which a plea
for substantial action was called for in conducting some type
of archaeological salvage operation at Kettle Falls on the
Columbia River . It is with pleasure that 11 The WASHINGTON
ARCHAEOLOGIST" wishes to advise its readers and members the
Archaeologist from the University of Idaho have taken advantage
of low water periods since 1970 behind Grand Coulee Dam to
work several sites at Kettle Falls. Funds for the explorations
were furnished by the United States Bureau of Reclamation and
administered by the National Park Service who control the
recreation area in which the falls are located .
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In the April 1970 edition of The WASHINGTON ARCHAEOLOGIST" a call for action
went out in which it was stated:
11
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WHAT MIGHT BE LEARNED AT KETTLE FALLS? At present the exact occupational site, with deposits of sufficient depth and extent to yield
significant data on vertical distribution or cultural materials, has
not been found. At this site there exists the possibility of determining additional material association to further understand the local
natives. It can possibly yield information as to whether a site can
be flooded for thirty years and still produce valid archaeological
in fa rma t ion •
11

The material found could bring forth details, when studied under new
and improved methods, that would more exact the time period of occupation of the site. The association of the materials found, when compared
with more recent finds in the surrounding area, might enhance a greater
understanding of the trade routes and how far a distance materials may
have travelled. Lastly, the finding of white man's trade items might
show more extensively how the natives incorporated the trade items into
their way of life.
An exploration would fonn an interesting archaeological survey of a soon
to be inaccessible occupational site.
11
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The author of the preceding article and the members of the society believe
that work accomplished under the University of Idaho program has done much
to seek answers of history on this particular site.
Dr. David Rice, the principal investigator at Kettle Falls and an early member of The Washington Archaeological Society, in conjunction with the
University of Idaho staff are continuing to analyze the articles recovered
in the operation. Further study will surely establish the degree of importance which Kettle Falls played in early man's life on the big river and the
northeastern portion of the state. Another particular point of interest
will be the assessment of data which establishes the degree of damage a site
suffers after being under water for approximately thirty years.
The Washington Archaeological Society wish to express its approval and its
praise to the members of the University of Idaho staff on the job accomplished. Our thank you is also extended to the United States Bureau of
Reclamation, the National Park Service and others who provide funds and
energy to make the exploration possible .
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The objective of the University
of Idaho crews was to salvage
as much information as possible
while the waters of Lake Roosevelt were drawn down for Dam
construction activities. Though
extremely pressed for time between the low water periods,
the Archaeological crews worked
hard, long hours to carry out
an exploration more exact than
a salvage operation. As can be
seen in the crew photographs,
the excavations were conducted
to obtain as much context with
the salvage funding as pos·sible
prior to the inundation of the
artifacts, perhaps forever .
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Artifacts discovered ~t Kettle Falls over the past
years reflect the association of a number of
cultural groups from the present periods of trading
with the white traders and explorers back through
the falls use year which the University of Idaho
investigators figure could be 9,000 years and with
the possibility the period extends to the area's
last recovery from the most recent ice age.
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An Old Bering Sea Adz-Like Scraper From St. Lawrence Island .
By John A. Putnam
Recently I received a unique adz-like tool from an Eskimo
acquaintance who lives in Gambell, St. Lawrence Island, Alaska.
This item was found complete with ivory head, wooden handle and
stone blade.
The Eskimo informant indicated that this was found
while digging for "old ivory" in a midden near her fish camp
south and east of Gambell.
She also said that all three parts
were still bound together by a leather thong which was "rotten"
and replaced by her husband with a new one of walrus hide.
St. Lawrence Island, in the Bering Sea, is about 100 miles
in length and has an average width of 20 miles.
It is located
at about 170° W longitude and 63° N latitude, just south of
the Arctic Circle.
Its western extremity is only 40 miles from
the Siberian coast and its eastern end is 100 miles from the
Alaskan mainland.
As the Island stretches more or less across
the southern mouth of the Bering Strait (150 miles to the north)
it is the recipient of icy Arctic storms in the winter and foggy,
misty weather in the summer.
More importantly to its native
inhabitants, however, it is right in the middle of the migration
routes of the walrus and several species of whale as they make
their way through the ice flows of the Bering Sea and Bering
Straits to the Arctic Ocean in the spring and retrace their route
to warmer climes in the fall .
This strategic location then has led to apparently continuous occupation by various Eskimo cultures for at least the last
2000 years.
Sites there have provided very important archeological evidence which has indicated continuous cultural change from
the Okvik (about BC 200 to 200 AD).
Old Bering Sea (about 200
AD to 500 AD), Early Punuk--Punfrk(500 AD to 1200 AD), recent Prehistoric and ~odern.
Presently the Eskimo population on St. Lawrence Island is
located at two villages of about 450 each.
Gambell, at the northwest extremity of the Island and Savoonga, about 30 miles eastward.
Sites near Gambell show early and continuous occupation
but Savoonga is recent, starting as a reindeer herders camp after
the turn of the century.
About 5 miles east of Savoonga is
Kukulik, another large and important site, deserted since 1878.
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A description of the adz is a follows:
the blade is made of
dark chert-like stone approximat~ly 10.5 cm. long X 4.5 cm. wide
X 3.0 cm. thick.
The upper half is rough but there is evidence
that some smoothing occurred to give the original material shape.
The lower half has both the front and back sides ground, polished,
and tapered.
The angle of the taper would ordinarily form a sharp
edge, (Figure 1, face A and B) however, what might have been an
edge has also been ground and polished forming a long narrow facet •
(Figure 1, face C).
The plane of the facet is not quite at right

An Old Bering Sea Adz-Like Scraper From St, Lawrence Island,
(Continued)
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angles to the plane of either face.
The question is the-n, "What
was such an adz used for?u Certainly not chipping or cutting
wood or ivory.
The ivory head or socket piece measures 12.0 cm. long X
4.0 cm. wid~ X 2.7 cm, thick when it joins the handle.
Joining
of the handle is accomplished oy a leather thong threaded through
two "circularu grooves on either side of the head, then through
a triangular hole in the handle (Figures 4,5)
The diameter of
the circular grooves is such that thongs · join the handle at an
angle thus increasing the support and strength of the binding.
The head also has a socket which receives a shallow tenon on the
handle.
The adz head is decorated with an engraved design and the
heel is finished with two knobs,
The top surface of each has a
small human face carved on it,
The front of the head is dished
out to receive the stone blade.
The wooden handle is well made but quite delicate;
it is
cm, wide and 4,4 cm. deep where it is attached to the handle.
(Figures 2, 3),
It then tapers to about mid point where
is i~ only 1.4 cm. wide and 2.0 cm. deep,
From this point the
handle flares to form a grip 3,0 cm. wide,
The flare is offset
to the right forming a finger stop for the index finger and a
right handed grip •
2~4
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As mentioned before, this specimen was found with all three
units:
stone blade, ivory head and wooden handle still bound
together,
Henry B. Collins, Jr. who excavated several sites on
St. Lawrence Island under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institute in the 1930's describes these stone blades as "adz-like
scrapers".
(Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol. 96,
No, 1, Page 152),
Collins notes that this type of squared off
blade is unique to Eskimo territory and to the Old Bering Sea
culture.
An ivory adz head of similar type as this specimen
is also pictured in Plate 46, No. 3, of the same volume and
identified as Old Bering Sea, Miyowagh, (a site near Gambell).
Collins also notes that these adz-like scrapers were probably
hand held and not hafted, which would indicate that the items
described by him were found separately in as much as the specimen herein described is hafted.
Although this specimen was not found during a controlled
dig, the blade and adz head are readily identified through
Collin's work as from the Old Bering Sea culture.
The wooden
handle is quite well preserved as were many wooden items from
the same period which were found by Collins in a controlled
situation.
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The use of these tools is difficult to assume.
The blade
of this specimen does not show wear at the corners of the faces.
Collins also comments on this as to the specimens he found as
well.
The handle is well made but quite delicate indicating
light use,
We await more evidence but at least here is a
specimen with all three elements intact.
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FIGURE-2 HANDLE SIDE VIEW
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FIGURE-3 HANDLE TOP VIEW

FIGURE-4

FIGURE-5

SCALE
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